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Liberty's Last Stand Macmillan
And busting out of Chattahoochee State Hospital ... without his meds! The
thrill-killing Floridaphile needs to get to the bottom of his bookie grandad's
bizarre 1964 death -- not to mention launch "Serge & Lenny's Florida
Experience," the new Miami specialty tour venture he's cooked up with his
best brain-dead druggie-buddy. It's all good. For Serge A. Storms, anyway.
Not so much for anyone else.

Schottenfreude Hachette UK
No one knows who may be the next threat in this “action-
packed” thriller by the New York Times-bestselling author
of National Security (Publishers Weekly). From coast to
coast, our nation is witnessing a new wave of terror. Suicide
bombers incite blind panic and paralyzing fear. A flight
attendant tries to crash an airliner. A police officer opens fire
on fans in a stadium. And at CIA headquarters, a Deputy
Director goes on a murderous rampage. The perpetrators
appear to be American—but they are covert agents in a vast
network of terror, selected and trained for one purpose only:
the complete annihilation of America. Special Agent Jericho
Quinn has seen the warning signs. As a classified
“instrument” of the CIA reporting directly to the president,
Quinn knows that these random acts of violence pose a
clear and present danger. But Quinn may not be able to
stop it. The search for terrorists has escalated into an all-out
witch hunt. And somehow, Quinn's name is on the list…
“Quinn is most definitely one of the best characters in the
thriller realm.”—Suspense Magazine
Pirate Alley Macmillan
Grafton and Carmellini are back and joined by the Navy SEALs to
battle terrorists on the high seas in Pirate Alley, an action-packed tale
by New York Times bestseller Stephen Coonts A luxurious vacation
cruise to the exotic locales of the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden turns
into a nightmare for passengers and crew when their ship is suddenly
attacked and captured by a band of bloodthirsty Somali pirates. An
initial rescue mission ends in failure; the decks are covered in blood.
Unless they are paid a ransom of $200 million dollars within seven
days, the pirates threaten to execute all their hostages. But information
gleaned from a captured Al Qaeda operative indicates that there is a
far more dangerous conspiracy afoot. Once the ransom is paid, Islamic
militants intend to swoop in and slaughter the passengers in an orgy of
terror, hoping to provoke a massive American military response that
will set the Muslim world aflame. Jake Grafton is assigned to negotiate
with the brutal pirate chief while his right hand man, Tommy
Carmellini, and a team of CIA and Navy SEAL operatives mount an
undercover operation to save the hostages and keep the U.S. from
being maneuvered into a murderous war.
Heat Lightning Macmillan
Ex-burglar and CIA operative Tommy Carmellini

stumbles into a massacre at a CIA safe house where a
Russian defector is being debriefed and finds
himself hunted by friend and foe alike.

Deep Black: Death Wave Simon and Schuster
In this new novel by the New York Times bestselling author,
Stephen Coonts, Iran is weeks away from acquiring nuclear
weapons and has every intention of using them to strike first—
only Tommy Carmellini and Jake Grafton can stop a nuclear
nightmare Iran is much closer to having operational nuclear
weapons than the CIA believes, and Iran's president, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, has a plan. Iran will become a martyr nation, and
Ahmadinejad will lead the united Muslims of the world in a holy
war against the non-believers. But the Americans have a
secret weapon in a group of Iranian dissidents, including a
brother and sister determined to avenge the death of their
beloved grandfather at the hands of the religious police. They
are funneling information to Carmellini. They want to stop the
attack before their leader launches a new world war. But will
the U.S. government believe the information they are
providing, and can the Americans prevent the Israelis from
taking matters into their own hands, which could prove
disastrous? Returning to the kind of military and espionage
story that made Cuba one of his most successful novels,
Coonts weaves an unforgettable tale of men and women at war,
with the sort of dramatic military action and undercover
technology for which Coonts is known.

Steel Fear Penguin
A novel of international intrigue and catastrophic
terrorism from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of The Ghost War and The Faithful Spy. For
CIA operative John Wells, the underworld has become
more real than the real world. He's spent years in the
close company of evil men. And he's paid the price in
every possible way. Now, he's on the ragged edge of
burnout. His nights are plagued by twisted dreams.
He's beginning to doubt if he can ever live a normal
life—and he's right to think so. When a power
adversary from Wells's past finds him, he must once
again enter the fray. For his country. For his soul. For
revenge....
American Exit Strategy Hachette UK
“Move over Clancy! [Stephen] Coonts' power is his use of real
and immediate crisis, and human failings, topics crying for
discussion and worthy of high drama.”—John Lehman, former
Secretary of the Navy After flying A-6 Intruders in Vietnam
and commanding an air wing in the Mediterranean, Jake
Grafton is grounded. He draws assignment to the Pentagon
where he takes on development of the navy's new top-secret
stealth attack plane—the A-12. At every turn, Jake encounters
political and technical problems. Before long he learns of
Minotaur, a mole hidden in the Pentagon who is funneling
American defense secrets to the Russians. Who can he be?
Jake sets out to find him.
Traitor St. Martins Press-3PL
When an old friend asks the President of the United States to
name a warrior to lead a private war on the masterminds of
terror, the president sends Jake Grafton, who takes along his
loyal lieutenant, Tommy Carmellini. Al Queda general Abu
Qasim soon learns what is afoot, and decides to terrorize the
bankers and industrialists who are making war on him. Tommy
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is up to his eyes in beautiful women and corpses as he tries to
piece together the puzzle and keep Grafton's friends alive. But
who is killing whom? With bombs ticking, bullets flying, and
blood flowing, Tommy and Jake close in on Abu Qasim, who has
one last nasty trick up his sleeve, one he's been planning for
many years...

The Assassin Simon and Schuster
Full of UFO's, futuristic technology, edge-of-your-seat
flying scenes and unforgettable characters, human and
otherwise, Stephen Coonts' Savage Planet is classic
storytelling at its best . . . and pure, unadulterated fun.
Aliens are coming! A year after young engineering
student Rip Cantrell discovered the first flying saucer
buried deep in the sands of the Sahara, another saucer is
brought up from the bottom of the Atlantic. The recovery
is funded by a pharmaceutical executive who believes that
the saucer holds the key to an anti-aging drug formula
that space travelers would need to voyage between
galaxies. But one of his technicians, Adam Solo, an alien
marooned on Earth for a thousand years, steals the
saucer, hoping to summon a starship to rescue him.
Unfortunately, the stolen saucer has damaged
communications gear. Solo goes to Rip Cantrell and his
partner, ex-Air Force test pilot Charlotte "Charley" Pine,
and Rip's uncle Egg, for help in summoning a starship.
Meanwhile, as a terrified world fearful of space invaders
approaches meltdown, big pharma moguls and their thugs
are hot on the trail of the foursome. In a world turned
upside down, it may be the arriving aliens who offer
limitless possibilities. Rip and Charley face an incredible
decision: Do they dare leave the safety of earth to travel
into the great wilderness of the universe?

The Art Of War Dell
Captain Jake Grafton faces the duel threats of a
determined assassin and a vicious drug lord, both
intent on plunging the U.S. into chaos.
The Traitor St. Martin's Press
Carmellini is back in this follow-up to Coonts's "New
York Times" bestseller "The Traitor," in a plot
involving a mysterious poisoning, a beautiful and
complicated woman, and an attempt to destroy a
brilliant terrorist mastermind. Now available in a tall
Premium Edition. Martin's Press.
The Potomac and the Chesapeake St. Martin's
Paperbacks
Carmellini is back after "The New York
Times"-bestseller "The Traitor," in a plot involving a
mysterious poisoning, a beautiful and complicated
woman, and an attempt to destroy a brilliant terrorist
mastermind.
The Butcher's Boy Simon and Schuster
Stephen Coonts' Deep Black: Death Wave continues the
bestselling technothriller series. Deep within the NSA is
Desk Three, a top-secret unit of special operatives
inserted into the field when the threat is great and the
response demands sensitivity and invisibility. Charlie
Dean, a former Marine sniper, is a senior officer. With his
colleagues Lia DeFrancesca and newcomer Ilya Akulinin,
they form the core of a high-tech team known as Deep
Black. Off the coast of Africa lie the beautiful Canary
Islands, a resort destination of millionaires. Underneath
this idyllic paradise is one of the most volatile fault lines
in the world. There, an alliance between radical Islamic
terrorists and a rogue element of the Chinese government
is planning to unleash an act of unimaginable geological
terrorism that could devastate the U.S. East Coast,

striking it with waves up to a thousand feet high. They plan
to set off nuclear devices to precipitate a gigantic landslide
that will send a death-dealing tsunami across the Atlantic.
In the Central Asian Republic of Tajikistan twelve nuclear
warheads, stolen by the Russian Mafia, are about to be
smuggled out of the country and delivered into the hands
of the conspirators. Charlie and Ilya go on an intercept
mission, but before they can retrieve them, the weapons
vanish. Meanwhile, in a hotel in New Jersey, a bestselling
author is assassinated to prevent the release of his
stranger-than-fiction story about an Islamic plot to change
the course of history. Lia, Charlie's girlfriend, is sent to
Berlin to infiltrate the empire of a ruthless Chinese
billionaire whose machinations have come to the attention
of the NSA. She risks immediate execution if her true
identity is revealed. Their paths all converge in the Canary
Islands. Unless the Deep Black team intervenes, the
islands could be the epicenter of an apocalypse, with
millions of lives---and the entire world order---at stake.

Tsar St. Martin's Press
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Other Woman comes the first novel in the
thrilling series featuring legendary assassin Gabriel
Allon. Immersed in the quiet, meticulous life of an art
restorer, former Israeli intelligence operative Gabriel
Allon keeps his past well behind him. But now he is
being called back into the game—and teamed with an
agent who hides behind her own mask...as a beautiful
fashion model. Their target: a cunning terrorist on
one last killing spree, a Palestinian zealot who played
a dark part in Gabriel’s past. And what begins as a
manhunt turns into a globe-spanning duel fueled by
both political intrigue and deep personal passions...
Assassin Macmillan
From Stephen Coonts comes a novel of high octane
excitement, featuring Tommy Carmellini in his most
dangerous mission yet: The Assassin. In the finale of
Coonts's last novel The Traitor, the ruthless and
brilliant Al Qaeda leader who nearly succeeded in
blowing up a meeting of the Group of 7 in Paris
slipped the noose and escaped. But Abu Qasim has
another trick up his sleeve: he has offered to pay a
the Mafia a fortune to help him bring New York to its
knees. The CIA learns that something is up and a
worried president sends his best—Jake Grafton and his
secret weapon, Tommy Carmellini. Tommy is soon in
grave danger as he tries to piece the deadly puzzle
together. Set amidst ticking bombs and flying bullets,
the stakes have never been higher. Will Tommy put it
all together in time t stop the disaster? Or will the
terrorists set events in motion that will leave America
reeling?
The Intruders Penguin
An aircraft carrier adrift with a crew the size of a
small town. A killer in their midst. And the disgraced
Navy SEAL who must track him down . . . The high-
octane debut thriller from New York Times
bestselling writing team Webb & Mann—combat-
decorated Navy SEAL Brandon Webb and award-
winning author John David Mann. A BARRY AWARD
NOMINEE • “Sensationally good—an instant classic,
maybe an instant legend.”—Lee Child The moment
Navy SEAL sniper Finn sets foot on the USS
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Abraham Lincolnto hitch a ride home from the Persian
Gulf, it’s clear something is deeply wrong. Leadership
is weak. Morale is low. And when crew members start
disappearing one by one, what at first seems like a
random string of suicides soon reveals something far
more sinister: There’s a serial killer on board.
Suspicion falls on Finn, the newcomer to the ship.
After all, he’s being sent home in disgrace, recalled
from the field under the dark cloud of a mission gone
horribly wrong. He’s also a lone wolf, haunted by gaps
in his memory and the elusive sense that something
he missed may have contributed to civilian deaths on
his last assignment. Finding the killer offers a chance
at redemption . . . if he can stay alive long enough to
prove it isn’t him. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
The Kill Artist HarperCollins
First in a new series from New York Times
bestselling author Dale Brown, featuring U.S. Air
Force intelligence officer Nick Flynn on the hunt for
Russian commandos in the mountains of Alaska. After
a CIA covert mission goes badly awry, U.S. Air Force
intelligence officer Nicholas Flynn is exiled to guard a
remote radar post along Alaska’s Arctic frontier. This
dead-end assignment is designed to put his career
permanently on ice, but Flynn’s not the type to fade
quietly into obscurity... As winter storms pound
Alaska and northern Canada, Russian aircraft begin
penetrating deep into friendly airspace. Are these
rehearsals for a possible first strike, using Russia’s
new long-range stealth cruise missiles? Or is some
other motive driving the Kremlin to take ever-
increasing risks along the hostile Arctic frontier
separating two of the world’s great powers? When an
American F-22 collides with one of the Russian
interlopers, things go south fast—in seconds, missiles
are fired. There are no survivors. Despite horrific
weather, Flynn and his security team are ordered to
parachute into the area in a desperate bid to reach the
crash sites ahead of the Russians. It’s now obvious
that the Pentagon and CIA are withholding vital
information, but Flynn and his men have no choice but
to make the dangerous jump. Soon they’re caught in a
deadly game of hide-and-seek with Spetsnaz
commandos operating covertly on American soil. It
seems that the F-22s and their Russian counterparts
aren’t the first aircraft to have gone missing in these
desolate mountains. The Kremlin is hunting for the
first prototype of its new stealth bomber—which
vanished on what was supposed to be a test
flight…while loaded with nuclear-armed stealth cruise
missiles. As Russia and the U.S. square off on the
brink of all-out-war, it’s up to Nick to find the missing
bomber…and prevent a potential nuclear holocaust.
Under Siege HarperCollins
Learning that Iran has completed its first nuclear device
and is plotting to destroy Tel Aviv, Dewey Andreas, a
former SEAL and Delta, seeks to repay a life debt to
Israeli commando Kohl Meir by participating in a plot to
hijack the nuclear device.
American Traitor St. Martin's Press
Once, Jason Bourne was notorious in the clandestine world of
covert-ops as one of the CIA's most expert international killers

for hire. Out of the ashes of his violent past he's emerged today
as a Georgetown professor, living a quiet life, retired from
danger-until he narrowly escapes the bullet of a faceless
assassin. And when two of Bourne's closest associates are
murdered, Bourne knows that his legacy has followed him-and
set him up as prime suspect for the brutal crimes. The
quicksand of lies and betrayals is deeper than Bourne ever
imagined. Hunted by the CIA as a dangerous rogue agent, he
has only one option to stay alive-and one last chance to stay
one step ahead of an unseen assailant whose vengeance is
personal. Pursued across the globe, Bourne's on the run, and on
the edge of discovering the truth-that he's become the
expendable pawn in an international terrorist plot. One that's
taking every living witness with it and plunging Bourne one
step closer to the world-shattering consequences of...

Warriors Penguin
The Navy SEALs have been fighting terrorists around the
world for over a decade. And for all that time, the Bandito
Platoon SEALS from SEAL Team Seven have been on
continuous combat rotation. Now they have drawn a
shipboard assignment off Central America—an easy day.
But for a Navy SEAL, the only easy day was yesterday.
In a powerful story of global anti-terrorism inspired by
real life missions, Act of Valor combines stunning combat
scenes, up-to-the minute battlefield technology, and heart-
pumping emotion for the ultimate action adventure. Act of
Valor takes you deep into the secretive world of today’s
most elite, highly trained group of warriors. When the
rescue of a kidnapped CIA operative leads to the
discovery of a deadly terrorist plot against the United
States, a team of SEALs is dispatched on a worldwide
manhunt. As the men of Bandito Platoon race to stop a
coordinated attack that could kill and wound thousands of
American civilians, they must balance their commitments
to country, team, and their families back home. But each
time they accomplish their mission, a new piece of
intelligence reveals another shocking twist to the plot,
which stretches from Chechnya to the Philippines and
from Ukraine to Somalia. The widening operation sends
the SEALs across the globe as they track the terrorist
ring to the U.S.-Mexico border—where they engage in an
epic firefight with potentially unimaginable consequences
for America…
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